WCSA Assembly Meeting Agenda
March 19th, 2019

5:15 - Prayer and Share

Old Business

5:25 - Calendar Review:
-recent of major dates and events

5:30 - Prayer Chapel, White Jesus Follow up
-Where are people at with this?
  ● Feels like it is being dragged on.
  ● Conversations are very split. Either people think everyone should just move on or people are angry and focusing on this.
  ● Conversations about constructive solutions, people want to focus on actual issues rather than the window itself.
  ● Has the issue been at all resolved or addressed? What else needs to be done?
    ○ Haven’t heard from the administration yet
    ○ Some sort of communication from the administration would be preferable.
      ■ Plaque? Window archived at the museum?
      ■ Need a resolution in which students feel heard and that there is an answer
      ■ WCSA intermediary position, asking administration to send out update/notification to entire student body.

5:43 - Capital Improvement Projects (Committees): Wynston
-Survey analysis of what students want most in the fitness center.
-Meeting with Coach Johnson to see what brand/quality is desired.
-Can we afford leg extension?
-Meeting with the athletic committee: this is a problem that needs to be solved with more money than we have
  ● Need to find a more long term solution to the fitness center. Not improvement, renovation. All problems come down to not enough space
-Women’s hours: pretty skewed not in favor. The problem of intimidation could also be solved by more space, also open hours
5:51- Conversations that Matter
- Are we going to do this? When? With whom?
- We brought it up because of the government shut down...it didn't work out then. Maybe not as relevant anymore
- Planning talks is harder and less productive than working together with others. Staying connected to the conversations on campus is more important.
  - Better off responding to ongoing things rather than imposing our own topics
- Decision: No Immigration Conversation that Matters.

New Business

Bill & Funding Proposals

5:58 - Wiersma Bill and LEAD Follow up (Sheard/Sam)
- Wiersma Bill passed
- Will first gauge interest on students who can attend the full three days of the conference. Find students first then fund students

6:06 - Summer Reads Bill
- Discussion of book Obfuscation
- $300 for the books

Matters of Consideration

Committee Reports

6:09- Strategic Planning Committee Report
- Sam Brakken reports on the Planning Committee
  - How to insure the college remains financially sustainable while it achieves its goals
  - Status quo that will be unsustainable long term-how to make it sustainable
  - Goal to have international campuses that provide first and second year students to study elsewhere until they can come to the United States and finish degree on campus.
    - Increase enrollment this next year

Open Discussion & Parking Lot

6:15- Recruitment:
- not a whole lot of numbers yet, but everyone knows a handful of people who want to run

6:30 - Adjourned
Follow up Items (Past):

Actions Items (Future):